Long-term understanding of basic science knowledge in senior medical students
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Abstract

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to explore the relation between basic science knowledge and the ability to understand and make use of basic science in explaining a clinical scenario in the final year of medical school.

Methods: A sample of senior medical students was re-assessed using the same test they had taken 3 years earlier. This was followed by an in-depth interview on one of the topics taken from the test. Their respective level of knowledge was compared with their performance in the interview. The test was analysed according to the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, and the interviews carried out according to the phenomenographic approach.

Results: Performance was around 60% (n=19) of the original performance, with no significant correlation between original test and re-test (r = 0.258, p = 0.29) and large interpersonal variation. A high performance in the original test did not predict a good performance; rather, the reverse seemed probable. None of the students who achieved high grades in the original test displayed a stable long term understanding that was measured in the interview. The test comprised questions of a generally low taxonomical level, but could not explain the mismatch between test-result and level of understanding.

Conclusions: Findings suggest substantial loss of basic science knowledge during medical training. Attention should be directed to designing examinations that are purposeful, when it comes to what kind of knowledge is desirable in medical graduates as well as how that knowledge should be acquired. Further larger-scale research is needed to corroborate these findings.
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Introduction

Medical students’ use of basic science knowledge in clinical settings has long been of interest. Studies have mostly focused on basic science knowledge¹ and its usefulness in clinical diagnosis,² less attention has been given to the transformation of acquired knowledge over time. As emphasized almost 80 years ago, it is critical to consider the longitudinal development of knowledge over time in order to avoid “disuse atrophy”, disintegration due to inactivity, especially in lengthy educational programmes such as the medical one.³ Knowledge of basic science has been of interest to medical educators since Miller found disappointingly low scores on a delayed test in anatomy, biochemistry and physiology among senior medical students, regardless of the students’ initial scores.⁴ When the same test was administered to clinical faculty, the results were even more devastating. In subsequent studies, the magnitude of the loss ranges from levels not significantly different from random guessing,⁵ to more moderate decreases⁶ and finally...
to almost no loss at all. Interestingly, the degree of knowledge decline does not seem to be related to the initial score.6,7

The level of basic science knowledge used in clinical diagnosis differs depending on the discipline and mirrors to some extent the content of clinical clerkships: biochemistry and anatomy appear more susceptible to substantial decay; physiology and pathology are more resistant.3,8-11 In analogy, subject areas more frequently used during clerkships, e.g. pharmacology, are even more sustainable and have been shown to improve.7 Still, the implications of this are open to discussion, as answering examination questions is one thing, transforming knowledge into a clinical situation is another, and the former might have a shorter survival rate than the latter.12

While biochemistry and anatomy seem to suffer from severe long-term knowledge decay, physiology has proven to be particularly hard to understand from the very start.13,14,15,16 Misconceptions are common, even in central aspects of body regulation such as cardiac function,16 respiratory function17 and blood-pressure regulation.18 This has been attributed to the complex nature of the discipline, including causal reasoning, mathematics and far-reaching integration.17 In studying physiology, students often seem to rely more on situational descriptions than on underlying causality.16 Suggestions to focus educational efforts on general physiological principles have been put forward in order to facilitate students’ understanding.18,19 It is assumed that by comprehending a limited number of principles, students will recognize patterns in body functions and similarities between organ systems.

This study was set up as an attempt to explore the relation between the level of basic science knowledge and the ability to understand and make use of basic science in explaining a clinical scenario measured with qualitative, phenomenographic interviews. Mixed methods20 are used to explore possible links between results obtained from quantitative and qualitative perspectives. Physiology was chosen for its integrative features and for its ability to link basic science with clinical application.

Method

Participants

Ethical permission was applied for to the local board of ethics at Karolinska Institutet and to the Stockholm City Council regional Ethics Committee. Both bodies ruled that the study should proceed as there was no risk involved to the participating subjects.

Out of a year cohort of 120, 19 randomly chosen medical students sat a re-examination on basic science in their last year of study. They were invited to an “educational test”, but had no knowledge of what the test was going to include, nor were they given any opportunity to prepare.

Study Design

At the time of the study, the medical programme consisted of a preclinical phase of 2 years comprising the basic sciences with minor auscultation sessions in a clinical setting, followed by clinical rotations for the remaining 3.5 years. Physiology was taught at the beginning of the second year for 16 weeks. The course work included lectures, laboratory exercises and seminars on clinical cases. At the end of that year, students took an integrated written examination on the basic sciences. This examination marks the closing of the pre-clinical phase of the curriculum and the start of the clinical rotations. It contained questions regarding all the subjects that had been studied: anatomy, cell-biology, biochemistry, physiology and neuroscience. It was divided into 4 themes, each with 12-14 short essay-type questions.

Data collection

The re-examination consisted of 2 parts, out of four in the original examination, which comprised 27 questions. Each part comprised a theme; a medical case with attached questions. All questions were rated, according to identical assessment-standards as used in 2003, by the same senior professor of physiology who had marked their initial examinations. Their results from this re-examination were then compared to their results from the original examination, which they had completed 36 months earlier. The comparison was based on the result on all questions in the two themes, as the questions were interrelated and would render a more substantial view of the student’s level of knowledge.

Interviews were carried out with nine of the participating students, focusing on their understanding of the following scenario: “Consider a person riding an exercise bicycle. Why is the onset of fatigue so sudden, when the work load is increased linearly?” This question was copied from the pre-clinical examination the students had taken. It was chosen as it required deeper-level explanation and allowed for elaboration within a number of organ-systems. The interviews sought to clarify conceptions the subjects held about physiological fatigue, and how different aspects they focused on contributed to their understanding. The interviews were carried out by experienced senior consultants with research-experience in varying disciplines of the basic sciences. Pilot-interviews and seminars on interview-technique were performed prior to the start to ensure inter-interviewer reliability.

Data analysis

Phenomenographic analysis was performed on the transcribed interviews.21 This approach seeks to reveal possible qualitative differences in ways of understanding and different conceptions held about a phenomenon. The specific aspects of the phenomenon – in this case, physiological fatigue – that are being focused on are then related in
categories of description and ranked depending on completeness and qualitative level of understanding. The categories together form the outcome space of the phenomenon and are described by referring to the content of the phenomenon. The categories are thus descriptive, non-personal, together exhaustive, hierarchically related to each other and logically related to the phenomenon of physiological fatigue.

In order to clarify the comparison between the two ways of measuring the knowledge maturation – quantitative remembrance and qualitative understanding of a clinical scenario – an analysis of the examination was also performed according to the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy. To avoid a misleading comparison it seemed important to consider what the examination actually measured. The qualitative analysis was conducted to ensure validity. Interviews were performed by experienced attending clinicians and both educational and medical experts took part in the analysis. The interviews were open ended, lasting until the topic was exhausted, which enabled all information the student forwarded to be elaborated upon.

Results

Re-examination
The scores on the re-examination depict a substantial knowledge decline over a period of three years (Figure 1). The average score presented as a percentage of the initial score (second year examination) was 60%, and 39% if presented as a percentage of total score (last year examination). The level of retention varied substantially, between 28% and 105% (one student improved). No significant correlation between the score on original examination and re-examination was found, Pearson r = 0.258, p = 0.29, 95% CI [–0.223, 0.637]; Spearman rank correlation r(s) = 0.213, p = 0.38, 95% CI [–0.267, 0.608]. Of the 19 students that participated, only one would have passed the re-examination. It is especially noteworthy that all three top students, that performed the highest results in the original examination, lost more examination scores in the re-examination, compared to the other 16 students. The group investigated was representative of the whole population of second year medical students who took the original test; the original test’s mean score was 66.1% for the whole year cohort, and 65.4% in the sample. Of the nineteen students that took the re-examination, nine random students were interviewed; one student displayed a high performance (more than 60% of the total score) in that test, two students a low performance (less than 40% of the total score), and five students were around the mean of the whole population.

Analysis
The students’ explanations of the scenario evolved into three categories of description depending on which aspects were focused on. Category A focuses on causal relations between biochemical mechanisms and physiological responses, thus linking organ-systems together. Students assigned to this category are able to view the situation as a displaced equilibrium, discerning important thresholds in the chain of reactions that give rise to the displacement. Category B emphasizes the large number of factors involved; whilst exhibiting a horizontal juxtaposition of sections of physiological knowledge, it generally lacks clear cause and effect relations. Most relevant organ-systems are accounted for but the links between them are more associative than causal. As opposed to the notion of equilibrium in category A, this category is characterized by the idea of a finite amount of substrate, i.e. a limited supply of combustible chemical compounds to yield energy. Category C is an inversion of the former two since its main characteristic is fragmentation. The students tend to fill their gaps of knowledge with explanations from clinical medicine, which do not capture core elements of the situation. The answers given here revealed a poor understanding comprising isolated sections of physiological knowledge. Lactate production and some of its effects were correctly accounted for, but connecting sections of knowledge to explain an overall state of anaerobic metabolism was not achieved. The categories are hierarchically ordered, meaning that B and C are both subsets of A, and A a subset of B (Figure 2).

When the scores for each student were compared within each category, no general pattern was found, only large interpersonal variation. Only one student (student 9) displays a positive remembrance and is found in category A. Results of the re-examination in category B varied from 31% to 70% and in category C from 28% to 68%.

Figure 1. Students’ (n=19) scores on original examination (second year of study) and re-examination (final year of study). The 9 interviewed students were categorised into A, B or C depending on their answer in the qualitative analysis.
Analysis of the examination

Some of the 27 questions contained more than one question. All learning tasks were analyzed by the use of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy and referred to one field in the two-dimensional outcome space. The majority (n = 25) of the questions asked belonged to the first cognitive dimension of this taxonomy (“Remember”), followed by the second (“Understand”), which contained 19 questions. In higher cognitive dimensions (“Apply”, “Analyze”, “Evaluate” and “Create”) only 2 questions were found.

Discussion

Our results suggest that, over an interval of three years, a good initial achievement does not immunize against loss of knowledge, corroborating more large-scale studies. In our sample, the relative decline was even greater among (initially) top performing students. Neither did high initial marks seem to predict a sustainable long-term understanding. Considering that all four students with the highest scores in the original test offered explanations falling into category C, there may even be a negative correlation between long-term level of basic science knowledge in our study was found in the lower interval compared with earlier findings, presumably due to re-organization of this type of knowledge during clinical training. To reveal the students’ understanding, the phenomenographic analysis focused on the different conceptions the students held of physiological principles and models; specific facts are also frequently asked for. More questions related to a lower cognitive level such as “remembering” than “understanding”. With this in mind, one might argue that the students’ understanding was not adequately tested in the original examination, and in that sense any re-examination test is of very limited value. If the examination directs the students’ course of study,25 this might result in a sub-optimal approach to the learning tasks, leading them astray. The analysis of the examination demonstrates an emphasis on recalling and reproducing, followed by tasks directed at interpreting, comparing and explaining. The types of knowledge demanded are mainly classifications, principles and models; specific facts are also frequently asked for. More questions related to a lower cognitive level such as “remembering” than “understanding”. With this in mind, one might argue that the students’ understanding was not adequately tested in the original examination, and in that sense any re-examination test is of very limited value. If the examination directs the students’ course of study, this might result in a sub-optimal approach to the learning tasks, leading them astray.

The validity of course examinations has been questioned because of their inability to provide opportunities for correction and feed-back, and final examinations do not correlate with either clinical performance or previous results on course assessment. In view of our findings it is therefore worth asking in what way basic science knowledge is represented in clinical medicine and how this should be measured. Putting too much trust in written examinations when it comes to long-term understanding clearly seems a perilous way to go. And in terms of a constructive alignment of intended learning outcomes and assessment procedures, the examination does not seem to be of very much help either.

According to encapsulation theory, knowledge is embedded in a network that changes as the student becomes more experienced and new knowledge is incorporated. When basic science knowledge is used in a clinical case it is used in an encapsulated mode comprising higher-level concepts. By its nature, encapsulated knowledge is used holistically as individual items have gradually formed an associative net from which the higher-level concepts derive. It is therefore essential that assessments target knowledge in this holistic and transformed way.

It has been suggested that emphasizing core principles and general models could promote understanding and transfer between physiological subsystems, although in a clinical setting, problem specific knowledge proved more important than generic knowledge in diagnostic performance. If understanding is based on knowledge of general principles rather than on detailed factual knowledge, there is reason to ask what kind of understanding is desirable in a medical graduate. Understanding a discipline built on causality like physiology is clearly not the same cognitive task as understanding anatomy, where there is no causality to understand.

The comparably small number of participants constitutes an important limitation in the study, and naturally hampers generalization of the results. Nevertheless, it was necessary to include diverse levels of student performance in the sample for methodological reasons. It was deemed beyond reach to randomize enough subjects to achieve statistical power, and this way of conduct does not comply with phenomenographic methodology. On the other hand, the use of complementary methods revealed aspects of understanding in relation to remembrance that would not otherwise have been examined had just a single method been employed.

In the present study, delayed assessment of basic science and clinical understanding were employed as two contrasting ways of measuring knowledge maturation. While the test was centered around questions on a low taxonomical level, the interview was solely focused on deeper level processing, i.e. to realize connections and structures in the physiological situation at hand. The delayed re-test generated an average level of recall around 60% and the phenomenographic analysis yielded a delayed understanding that can be generally classified, with a few exceptions, as poor. High performance in the original test did not predict good remembrance; in fact, the reverse seemed probable. Furthermore, none of the students who achieved high grades in the original test displayed a stable long-term understanding. In view of these outcomes, the focus on detailed factual knowledge in the test does not seem to favour long-term understanding. Examining students on a higher taxonomical level might result in a more stable long-term under-
standing. If the misconceptions were already there during the first test, this was not revealed in the original assessment. Remembrance of knowledge seems to be a suboptimal approach since the knowledge has been transformed in a process of encapsulation rather than retained. These findings highlight important issues concerning which examinations to use in medical training, and what these examinations actually measure.
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